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What was your main takeaway?

Mental health is more prevalent in the media than I realized.

It’s okay to reach out for help, and there’s a lot of places on campus to get help!

Make sure to prioritize yourself

There are a variety of resources off campus

Mental illness goes hand and hand with mental wellness

Focusing on mental health can be done in several different ways

Realizing how many people relate

Mental health is something everyone should care for

That it is okay to not be okay

Art can have a very influential impact on how everyone perceives mental health, whether that is by using
those artforms yourself or how others use said artforms to portray different aspects of mental health.

If you were telling a friend about this workshop, you would describe it as:
(Highlights: see raw data for full list)

Fun, interactive, media-like!

Engaging, unique, fun.

Relaxed space where films are talked about and discussed while discussing mental health

Talking about mental health and how to manage it

Cool and entertaining

A must see experience

A chance to reflect on yourself and the way you confront your mental health

A open space to have mental health conversations
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How might you use what you learned today?

Future crisis

Help a friend get help or help myself.

To help educate my fellow peers

I will definitely take away the hot coco breathing exercise

Supporting others

I might use on campus help

Learn to be more open and accepting that I might need help from others

I will think more about what other people might be going through behind closed doors

Applying this as a Residence hall director and using the resources provided to me

I would encourage people I know to check out these films.

What are the biggest barriers to your mental wellness
and/or receiving mental health support?

(Highlights: see raw data for full list)

Feeling weak/my pride

Pride and my own symptoms acting as a barrier

Stigma

Realizing in myself that there is something wrong, and it’s not bad to ask for help.

Accepting needing help

Pride and the I can handle it mentality

Being afraid of vulnerability and how people may react

Taking that step to actually seek out help

Finances, stigma within the field of psychiatry regarding some mental illnesses and cognitive disabilities.

How can we improve this event in the future?

Nothing!

Include a wider range of mental health awareness beyond just depression and anxiety

More films

Wider variety of videos

It was great!

Maybe advertise with food?
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Major

Exercise Science 1

Psychology 1

Childhood Ed 2

Criminology and Psychology 1

Therapeutic recreation 1

Adolescence Education Biology 2

Anthropology 1

History 2
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